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ON THE MEASURES OF DIPERNA AND MAJDA 
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Abstract. DiPerna and Majda [5] generalized Young measures (Young [19]) so that it is 
possible to describe "in the limit" oscillation as well as concentration effects of bounded se­
quences in Lp-spaces. Here the complete description of all such measures is stated, showing 
that the "energy" put at "infinity" by concentration effects can be described in the limit 
basically by an arbitrary positive Radon measure. Moreover, it is shown that concentration 
effects are intimately related to rays (in a suitable locally convex geometry) in the set of 
all DiPerna-Majda measures. Finally, a complete characterization of extreme points and 
extreme rays is established. 
Keywords: bounded sequences in Lebesgue spaces, oscillations, concentrations, Young 
s, DiPerna and Majda's measures, rays, extreme points, extreme rays 
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0. I N T R O D U C T I O N — N O T A T I O N 
The DiPerna-Majda measures (DiPerna and Majda [5], see also DiPerna and Ma­
jda [6, ], Greengard and Thomann [9], Kruzik and Roubicek [12], Roubicek [13, 14]) 
represent a modern mathematical tool to hold a certain "limit" information about 
oscillations and concentrations in nonlinear problems admitting only Lp—but not 
L°°—apriori estimates, which arise quite often in variational calculus, partial dif­
ferential equations, optimal control theory, game theory etc.; cf. e.g. Roubicek [13], 
Warga [18]. 
They represent a deep generalization of Young measures (Young [19]) which can 
record in the limit only fast oscillation effects but not the concentration ones. 
While the precise characterization of all Young measures attainable by bounded 
sequences in Lebesgue spaces has been known (see Kruzik and Roubicek [12]), a 
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similar characterization of all DiPerna-Majda measures was missing so far. The main 
goal of this paper is to fill this gap. Besides, we will investigate basic geometrical 
properties of the convex set of all DiPerna-Majda measures; in particular, using our 
explicit characterization, we will be able to describe all extreme points, all rays and 
all extreme rays. 
Let us start with a few definitions. For p > 0 w e define the following subspace of 
the space C ( R m ) of all continuous functions on Rm: 
Cp(R
m) = {v e C(Um);v(s) = o(\s\p) for \s\ -> oo}. 
Let us take a complete (i.e. containing constants, separating points from qlosed sub-
sets and closed with respect to the Chebyshev norm) separable (i.e. containing a 
dense countable subset) ring TZ of continuous bounded functions Rm -+ R. It is 
known that there is a one-to-one correspondence H >-> /3^R"1 between such rings 
and metrizable compactifications of Rm; by a compactification we mean here a com-
pact set, denoted by /3ftWm, into which Rm is embedded homeomorphically and 
densely. For simplicity, we will not distinguish between Rm and its image in Pn^m• 
Besides, we will consider an open bounded domain f2 in Rn. Then its closure, 
denoted by fi, is compact and rca(O) S C(Q)* will denote the space of all regular 
countably additive set functions on the Borel cr-algebra on fi, i.e. the so-called Radon 
measures, see Dunford and Schwartz [8]. Having a positive Radon measure a on 0 , we 
denote by L^(Q., a; rca^S^R"1)) the space of mappings v: x i-> i>x : U -> rca(/foR
m) 
which are weakly a-measurable (i.e., for any v0 e 1Z, the mapping Q -> R: x i-> 
L R B v0(s)i>x(ds) is u-measurable in the usual sense) and o--essentially bounded. 
Note that we have used informally the fact that every v0 e 7Z has a uniquely defined 
continuous extension on /3TCR
m. Besides, let us denote by y(n,a;0nRm) the set 
of v e L^(n,CT;rca(/3KR
m)) such that iix e r c a ^ f c R
7 " ) for cr-a.a. x e H where 
"rca5f"(-)" stands for probability Radon measures; for such 0 the collection {£x} l6fj 
is called a Young measure on (S\,a), see Young [19] or also Alibert and Bouchitte 
[1], Ball [4], Roubicek [13], Tartar [16], Valadier [17], Warga [18]. 
As usual, Lp(fl; Rm) with 1 ^ p < +oo will denote the space of Lebesgue measur-
able functions ft -f Rm whose p-power is integrable. 
DiPerna and Majda [5] showed that, having a bounded sequence {u*},teN in 
Lp(Q;Rm), there exist its subsequence (denoted by the same indices), a positive 
a e rca(H) and a Young measure v e y(tt,a;0nRm) such that the couple (a, v) is 
attainable by this subsequence {ujJfcgN C LP(Q; Rm) in the sense 
(1) 
V 5 e C ( 0 ) Vv0eK: lim / g(x)v(uk(x))dx = f f g(x)v0(s)i>x(ds)ff(dx), 
fe-+0° Jn JnJp^W" 
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where v(s) = v0(s)(l + | s |
p ) . In particular, putting v0 = 1 e K in (1) we can see that 
(2) lim (1 + \uk\
p) = a weakly* in rca(H). 
Let us denote by VMpn(il; R
m) the set of all pairs (a, v) e rca(H) x y(n, a; 0nR
m) 
attainable by sequences from LP(Q; Rm ) ; note that, taking v0 = 1 in (1), one can 
see that these sequences must be inevitably bounded in LP(Q; R m ) . The explicit 
description of the elements from VMn(U;R
m), called DiPerna-Majda measures, 
was done by the authors (Kruzik and Roubicek [12, Theorem 2], see also Roubicek 
[13, Proposition 3.2.13]) only for the case when v is essentially not supported on the 
remainder f3nR
m \ Rm in the sense of (9) below. 
Alternatively, DiPerna and Majda [5] worked with measures from rca(fi x 0nR
m); 
let us put here 
DM£, (fi; Rm) = J?? G rca(n x (3nR
m); 3{uk}km C L
p(fi; Rm) 
V/i0 € C(fi x /3nR
m): (r),h0) = lim / h0(x,uk(x))(l + \uk(x)\
p)dx). 
k-+coJn ) 
Without causing any misunderstanding, the elements of T>Mn(Sl; R
m) will be also 
addressed as DiPerna-Majda measures. We write r) = (a,v) for r\ E D M ^ f i ; Rm) 
and (a,i>) eVMpn(Q;R
m) if 
(r),h0) = I h0(x,s)r)(dxds) = / / ho(x,s)i>x(ds)a(dx) 
JnxPnK'" JaJpnR'" 
for any h0 6 (7(0 x /3nR
m). It is known (Roubicek [13]) that DM£, (ft; Rm) is a con-
vex, closed, non-compact but locally compact and locally sequentially compact subset 
of the locally convex space rca(H x pnR
m) considered in its weak* topology. Be-
sides, DMn(tt; R
m) contains no straight line, see Corollary 3. As such, D M ^ ( n ; Rm ) 
inevitably contains a ray (i.e. half-line) and coincides with the closed convex hull of 
all its extreme points and extreme rays, cf. Kothe [11, Section 25.5]. Recall that 
rj £ DMPj(Q; Rm ) is an extreme point if r) = 5*71 + 5% for some 171, ffc G DM^(H; Rm) 
implies ?/i = i)2. A ray R = {i)0 + ti); t > 0} C DM
P
?(f!; R'") is extreme if every 
open interval in DM^(fi; Rm) which intersects R is a subset of R. 
Our main results (see Theorems 3 and 4 below) give the explicit characterization of 
the measures from VMn(fl; R
m) in the general case. To this end, in Section 1 we first 
investigate in detail some properties of the first component of (a, v) £ VMn(fl; R
m ) , 
i.e. of the measure a. Such explicit characterization has, beside its own theoretical 
value, an importance in implementation of (discretized) DiPerna-Majda measures 
on computers to solve effectively problems where concentration and oscillations can 
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appear; however, the numerical approximation will not be treated in this paper. 
Eventually, Section 3 deals with geometrical properties of the set DMTC(f2; R
m) and, 
in particular, we will fully characterize its extreme points, rays, and extreme rays. 
Let us remark that the precise knowledge of extreme points can be exploited to es-
tablish existence of solutions to special nonconvex optimization problems via Bauer's 
extremal principle, as proposed by Balder [3]. 
1. S O M E PROPERTIES OF a 
First we shall show that, for any DiPerna-Majda measure (a, v), the points x for 
which vx is supported purely on the remainder /3K R
m \ Rm are rare: 
L e m m a 1. Let (a, v) £ VMpn(Q.; R
m) and let 
A> = Ixeti; f Ox(ds) = o | . 
Then the Lebesgue measure of Ac, is zero. 
P r o o f . It follows from (2) that the Lebesgue measure is absolutely continuous 
with respect to a in the sense that (cf. Halmos [10, §30]) 
ECU, a(E) = 0 => meas(E) = 0. 
On the other hand, the Lebesgue measure and a are finite on Q and therefore. 
due to the Radon-Nikodym theorem, the Lebesgue measure has the density with 
respect to a denoted by d\. Always, v0 defined by v0(s) = 1/(1 + \s\
p) belongs to Tl 
because the ring 7?. is complete and lim v0(s) does exist. Thus we can put v = 1, 
i.e. v0(s) = 1/(1 + \s\
p), into (1) to get that the density d\ has the form 
™-Lm-
This density is inevitably zero on Ac, and we obtain 
meaS(^) = ^ d , = / ^ / ^ M | , ( d , ) = 0 . 
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Let us recall that for any (a.v) e VMn(fl; R
m) there is precisely one (o°,v°) e 
VMn(tt; R
m) , called a p-nonconcentrating modification of (a, v), such that 
/_ / v0(s)vx(ds)g(x)a(dx) = v0(s)i>°(ds)g(x)a°(dx) 
Ja Jw Jn Jw 
for any v0 e C 0 (R
m ) and any g e C(fi) and (a°,v°) is attainable by a sequence 
{«A:}fceN such that the set {\uk\"; k eN} is relatively weakly compact in L^H) ; see 
Kruzik and Roubicek [12], Roubicek [13, 14] for details. 
Let us emphasize that any sequence {ujJfcgN which generates (<r°,!>0) has the 
property that {ju /t|
p; k e M} is relatively weakly compact in L J(H). This is quite a 
different situation in comparison with e.g. LP-Young measures. Moreover, whenever 
(a, v) 7^ (a°, v°) then there is no sequence {fjtHgN which generates (a, v) and {\vk\p; 
fc e ^1} is relatively weakly compact in L^H) ; cf. Kruzik and Roubicek [12, proof 
of Lemma]. 
The following assertion shows the relation between a° and a. 
Theorem 1. Let (a, v) e VMn(ft; R
m) and let (a°, v°) e VMn(Ct; R
m) be its 
p-nonconcentrating modification. Then o° is absolutely continuous with respect to 
a and 
o°(dx) = ( J vx(ds)) o(dx). 
In other words, the Radon-Nikodym derivative do° /do is just the o-integrable func-
tion x i-> fRm vx(ds). 
P r o o f . First, note that o and o° are finite, o ^ o° and therefore o° is absolutely 
continuous with respect to a. It is a straightforward consequence of the Radon-
Nikodym theorem that o° has a density with respect to a, i.e. that the Radon-
Nikodym derivative da°/da exists. Let us denote (in this proof only) the Lebesgue 
measure by A. 
We can write (see Halmos [10, §32, Theorem A]) that 
do-" _ dcr° dA 
1 ' da dA da' 
However, we know due to Kruzik and Roubicek [12, Theorem 3] that 
_£lw _ /n- ^(
ds) 
dA ( ' ~ r ^iM ' 
JW l+\s\P 
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On the other hand, the density d\ from Lemma 1 equals the Radon-Nikodym deriva-
tive dA/dd (see Halmos [10, §32]), which means that 
(X) - [ - - - - - -
{x) 'L i+w 
dA _ /• i>4ds) 
d<7 (~ 
The assertion now follows from (3). D 
The next theorem characterizes the support of the singular part of a and, in par-
ticular, it can also characterize the situation where this singular part vanishes, which 
means just that a is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure. 
Theorem 2. Let Ap be defined as in Lemma 1. Let further as be the singular 
part of a from the Lebesgue decomposition of a. Then the support of as, denoted 
by supp as, is equal to 
A°=A>\ ( J B 
B(ZAz,cr(B)=0 
in the sense that as(A) = as(Q) for any Borel set A such that A" C A C H. 
Let us start with the following auxiliary lemma. 
Lemma 2. LetHi,[i2 6 rca(H) be positive finite measures and let p,2 be absolutely-
continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure. Moreover, let /J,IS be the singular 
part of Hi from the Lebesgue decomposition of Hi and let the following implication 
hold for a Borel set E C U: 
V Borel set FcE: ^2\E(F) = 0 = > m\E(F) = 0. 
Then /J.IS(E) = 0. 
P r o o f . The above implication says that HI\E is absolutely continuous with re-
spect to HI\E and because \1V\E is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue 
measure it follows that III\E is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue 
measure, too. It means that \II\E has a density with respect to the Lebesgue measure 
and therefore supp/ii s V\E = 0 and Pu{E) = 0. D 
P r o o f of Theorem 2. First, note that A" is correctly defined, i.e. that it is 
independent of an element of the class of CT-equivalent measure-valued functions i> 
which we choose. Moreover, it is closed because it cannot have interior elements due 
to the fact that the Lebesgue measure of A" is zero (see Lemma 1). Therefore, all 
elements of it make its boundary. 
We are to prove that E C H a Borel set and E n A" = % imply that as(E) = 0. 
Due to Lemma 2 with p,\ = a and u.2 = c° it suffices to prove that En A" = 0 yields 
that 
(4) V B o r e l s e t E C E a°\E(F) = 0 = > CT|E(F) = 0. 
Let us prove (4). Supposing that <7°(iJ n F) = 0, due to Theorem 1 we have 
0 = / a°(dx)= f f Ox(ds)a(dx). 
JEnF JEnF Jw 
But / R m i>x(ds) > 0 for cr-a.a. x e EnF. Clearly, for the set 
C= LeEnF; f i>x(ds) = o | 
such that a(C) > 0 we have A" n C ^ 0 contradicting the fact that E n A" = 0 . 
Therefore U\B(F) = a(E n f ) = 0 . Altogether we have proved that (4) holds and 
as(E)=0. a 
R e m a r k 1. Theorem 2 implies that (a,v) 6 VM^il; Um) with a absolutely 
continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure if and only if A" = 0. 
R e m a r k 2. It follows immediately from Theorems 1, 2 and Kruzik and Rou-
bicek [12, Theorem 2] that the density dav with respect to the Lebesgue measure of 
aT (i.e. of the absolutely continuous part of a), is given by 
d„(x)=> ^{ds) 
,„ 1 + \S\P 
2. A CHARACTERIZATION OF THE DlPERNA-MAJDA MEASURES 
The next theorem establishes a sufficient condition for a pair (a, i>) to form a 
DiPerna-Majda measure. 
T h e o r e m 3. Let TZ be a separable complete subring of the ring of all continuous 
bounded functions on Rm , let ft C R71 be a bounded open domain, 1 ^ p < oo and 
let (a,0) e rca(H) x y(tl,a; /3ftRm) with JRm i>x(ds) > 0 for a.a. x € H be such that 
the measure ac,(dx) = (JRm i>x(ds))a(dx) 6 rca(Q) has the density d„0 with respect 
to the Lebesgue measure, for a.a. x € H, given by the function 
^<LMY'L^ 
Then (<r,P) EVM^(U;Um). 
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P r o o f . We are to construct explicitly a sequence in Lp(fi; Rm) which attains 
(a, v) in the sense of (1). 
As 0 and /3-RR*71 \ Rm are metrizable compact sets, for every / e N there exist 
finite partitions V\ = { f i / } ^ of 0 and V\ = { r j}^ ' ] of / JRR" 1 \ Rm such that 
flf n n{2 = 0, 1 ^ j t < j 2 <. / ( . ) and i f n Tf = 0, 1 < j i < j 2 < j(0 and 
moreover all tt] and P? are measurable with diam(fij) < 1/7 and diam(r^) < l/l for 
all j . Besides, we may suppose that, for any / G N, the partitions Vl+\ and Vi+\ are 
respectively refinements of the partitions Vi and J'; and that int(fif) ^ 0 for all j . We 
shall denote by Co the continuous extension of v0 e V, on / 3 K R " \ i.e. Co G C(f3-jiU
m). 
We know due to Kruzik and Roubicek [12, Theorem 2] that there exists a DiPerna-
Majda measure (a°, v°) where the density of a" is defined by the right hand side of 
(5) and i>° by 
K(ds) = ^ d ^ . 
Having now a pairwise disjoint decomposition of H and /JRR1™ \ Rm we can define 
(6) <4 = ( j vx(ds)a(dx), l<_i4 J(l), 1 <. j < J(l). 
Jn\ JT\ 
Let us choose Xij 6 int(fif), 1 ^ i ^ J (I), 1 < j ^ ./(/), Zij ^ z.m, J / TO, Sj 6 rf. 
and define a measure 17' G rca(fl x /3wR
m) by the formula 




t=l j = l 
for any g G C(H) and any v0 G "R.; here we have used also the facts that R
m is a 
Borel subset in /3TC R
m and that the linear hull {g ® v0; g G C(tt), c0 6 TZ} is dense 
in C(H x /3KR
m) . 
Now let us take I G W fixed. As Rm (if embedded into /3-RR*") is dense in /?reRm, 
for any j there is a sequence {s1- }kew C Rm such that lim s1- = Sj in /?7jRm, which 
means precisely that lim v0(s^) = V0(SJ) for any v0 G H. Inevitably, lim \s^\ = 
+00. We can define neighborhoods N^ of points xy for fe G M, 1 ^ i ^ J ( ' ) 
and 1 ^ j sC J ( 0 by 7V£ = [ x ; | x - x y | < ( a y / | s ) | " B ( l ) )
1 / n } where B( l ) is the 
Lebesgue measure of the unit ball in Rn. Note that, since |s*| -¥ +00 for k -> 00, 
/V;̂  are pairwise disjoint and N^ C Q\, 1 < i ^ J(Z) and 1 ^ j < J(l) whenever k is 
large enough. 
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Now we are to prove that if is generated by a bounded sequence {iojj.}*eN C 
Lp(f2; Rm) in the sense that 
lim v(wlk(x))g(x)dx= _ g(x)v0(s)ij
l(dxds) 
k^°°Jn JfixfaK"' 
for any g 6 C(0 ) and v(s) = v0(s)(l + |s|
p) with Do 6 ft. Let us seek a generating 
sequence {wJtHeN for rf in the form 
j(i) j(i) 
uk(x) i f x 6 f i \ U U ^ 
W f c ( X ) = < ,= l j = l 
if x 6 N?_ 
where {u/JteN C Lp(f); Rm) is a generating sequence of (a°,u°). We have 
lim [ v(wlk(x))g(x)dx= lim ( / , g(x)v0(uk(x))(l + \uk(x)\") dx 
j(i) j(i) 
+ £ £ / 9(^o(sí)(l + |s |̂p)d3 
= / / i>0(s)i>°(ds)c;(x)tT
o(dx) + Y]Y]0o^^Xi^a'-'i 
Jn Ju<" i_j J--J 
= / / v0(s)ux(ds)g(x)a(dx) + _r___]vo(Sj)g(Xij)a
l
ij 
Ja Ja<" i=l j=l 
because meas(JV,*) = o, : ; / |s^|
p , which follows from the fact that the volume of the 
ball of the radius r in the space Rn is given by the formula B(l)rn and therefore 
lim meas ( J V ^ ) ( 1 + \s_ \") = a__, 
and because 
(8) lim / -(x)«b(uj.(t-))(l + |u . ,( .-) | ' )dx = 0. 
fc^°° JN,_ 
Note that Theorem 1 is also used. Let us pi-ove (8). We may suppose that vo and g 
are not identically zero functions since otherwise (8) is obvious. As {|ut|p, k a N) 
is relatively weakly compact in LX(Q) (see Kruzik and Roubicek [12, Lemma]) we 
obtain due to the Dunford-Pettis compactness criterion that it is equicontinuous. 
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Moreover, it is only a simple observation that lim meas(jV,_) = lim a i : ; / |S j |
p = 0. 
Let us take e > 0. Due to the equicontinuity we can find k0 £ M such that for k ^ A~o 
[ (l + \uk(x)\») 
JNÍ 
dx < 
max\g(x)\ sup \v0(s)\ 
*eíí seR'" 
and we have the estimate 
I / g(x)vo(uk(x))(l + \uk(x)\')dx\ 
I JNf. I 
< max \g(x)\ sup \v0(s)\ / (1 + |«*(x)|
p) dx < e, 
xsn S£R'" JNJ-J 
which proves (8). Altogether we have shown that rf is attainable by {vjlk}keN, 
i.e. rf e DM£,(H;Rm) . 
Now we want to show that rf approaches t) = (a, v) for I -> oo in the sense that, 
for any g e C(U) and any v0 6 R, we have 
lim /_ g(x)v0(s)ri
l(dxds) = / uo(s)i>-(d~)ff(:~)-r(d-;)-
'-*00 inx/3KR'" JnJf3nW" 
Indeed, in view of (6)-(7), this convergence follows from the estimate 
1 / g(x)v0(s)ii(dsdx)- í í v0(s)Úx(ds)g(x)a(dx 
-(') -W . . 
= _c S"°(s-)5(xi-)aíj ~ /- / 
1
 i = l j = l " « -0,jR".\R." 
 (0  
0oWí/~(ds)íK- ;)er(d- :)| 
- (0 Л') , , 
^ Е ! Е / / Ы^М^з)-М^Мх)\0х(й\)а(йх) 
г~г тгт ^п'. ^г^, tei . = i -«î -г; 
J(І) j(o 
E S - X J Í . (Mí»(y)llí?llc<n;> +^(7)11-01^)) í>-(dA)<r(dx) 
< (MH (7)llsllc(n) + M-(7) ll-ollcíft-u-)) o-(f-) 
where M-0 , M g : R
+ —> R+ are respectively moduli of continuity of v0 and g, 
i.e. |«o(-i) - 0 o W ) | < J - J o W ' i i * . ) ) a n d l9(-'Ci) - f f f e ) ! =S M S ( | . T I - x 2 | ) , where 
£>(•,•) denotes a metric inducing the (metrizable) compact topology of / J R R " 1 . Of 
course, lim Mio(e) = lim M_,(e) = 0 because tJ0 and g are uniformly continuous 
due to the Cantor theorem. Note also that the assumption a ^ 0 has been used here. 
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Now we are in the situation that 
lim lim 
í->oo fc->« 
v(w'k(x))g(x)dx = I í v0(s)ůx(ds)g(x)a(dx) 
JQ JsiJ/3nU"' 
for any g 6 C(O) andu(s) = w0(s)(l + |s |
p ) with?j0 e U. By a suitable diagonalization 
procedure, one can choose a net {wk( }$e= C L
p(Cl; R m ) such that 
lim / v(w'k
i(x))g(x) dx = / / v0(s)i>x(ds)g(x)a(dx). 
££=./« JciJ0Kw 
On the other hand, for arbitrary /, fc £ W we have 
I K I I W R " . ) ^ (.l«*ll_...(l.;R«) + L C>x(ds)a(dx) 
< (C"+ f f Oz(ds)a(dx)) < + o o , 
V JQ JpKR"'\R'" J 
where C bounds {uk}keN in L
p(fl; R m ) . This means that the whole net {wk(}ies is 
bounded in Lp(fl; Rm ) . As C(H) and 7?. are separable we can even suppose E = N. 
a 
R e m a r k 3. One can find in DiPerna and Majda [5] or Roubicek [13, Theo-
rem 3.2.10] that any measure t}1, I G N generated by an Lp-bounded sequence and 
defined above admits a representation (a',C>1) € VMn(fl; U
m). 
R e m a r k 4. Note that (a°,0°) is the common p-nonconcentrating modification 
of all rf = (<T!, Pl) independently of I 6 N. 
R e m a r k 5. Note that the situation when 
(9) /_ / Px(ds)a(dx) = 0 
Jn J0Ktt"'\U"' 
has been already completely solved in Kruzik and Roubicek [12, Theorem 2]. 
Linking our Theorems 1 and 3 with Kruzik and Roubicek [12, Theorems 2 and 3] 
we get a generalization of Kruzik and Roubicek [12, Theorem 2], 
T h e o r e m 4. Let Q. C Rn be a bounded open domain, let H be a separable 
complete subring of the ring of all continuous bounded functions on Rm and (a, i>) e 
rca(O) x y(n,a;@n^m)- Then the following two statements are equivalent to each 
other: 
(i) the pair (a, 0) is a DiPerna-Majda measure, i.e. (a, 0) € VMn(U; R
m ) , 
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(ii) the following conditions are satisfied simultaneously: 
1. a is positive, 
2. oc, € rca(H) defined by Ot>(dx) = (/„,„ vx(As))a(Ax) is absolutely continuous 
with respect to the Lebesgue measure (d„. will denote its density), 
3. for a.a. x e ft, 
L^>°^^<LШГĹ vx(ds). 
3. E X T R E M E POINTS AND RAYS IN DM^(f2; R m ) 
In this section we want to study some geometric properties of the set of the 
DiPerna-Majda measures DM^(f2; R m ) , especially we give a characterization of the 
extreme points and the extreme rays in this set. We shall see the usefulness of the 
notion of the p-nonconcentrating modification in studying them. 
We shall denote the p-nonconcentrating modification of n by r), i.e. r) = (o°,v°) 
whenever r\ = (a, v). Let us say that r\ £ DM^(f2; Rm) is p-nonconcentrating if 
n = r\. This is equivalent to the fact that the appropriate (a, v) e VM^(fl; R"1), 
such that r\ = (a,v), is p-nonconcentrating, i.e (a, v) =(a°,v°). 
Let us denote by rem(f2 x /3rcRm) the subset of rca(H x /?KR"*) that contains 
positive measures supported on the set U x (j3n^m \ Rm) . Note that it follows from 
the proof of Theorem 3 that {?/ + tfj; t > 0} is a ray in DM^(f2; Rm) whenever 
T? e DM£,(f2; Rm) and r] e rem(H x /3TCR
m). 
Following Ball [4] and Schonbek [15], we denote by 
yp(Q; Rm) = iv e L^(f2;rca(R"')); v(x) = vx 6 rca+(M
m) for a.a. x € 0 
and(xi-+ / \s\"ux(ds)) €L
1(Q)\ 
the set of the so-called Lp-Young measures; see Kruzik and Roubicek [12], Roubicek 
[13] for details. 
L e m m a 3 . A Young measure v is an extreme point in yp(0.; Rm) if and only if 
it is a.e. a Dirac mass, i.e. vx = 6U(X) for a.a. x e fi with some u £ L
p(il; R m ) . 
P r o o f . If v is not an extreme point in yp(fl; Rm) , then there are vx,v2 6 
yp(U; Rm) such that v = \vl + \v2 but v\ ^ v\ for all x from a positive-measure 
set 0„ C f2. It means that vx is not an extreme point in the set rca+(R
m) of the 
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probability measures on Rm for x £ £l„, hence vx is not a Dirac mass for such x; 
cf. Kothe [11, §25.2] and realize that extremality of vx e rca+(R
m ) is equivalent to 
the extremality in rca+ (p-nUm) because vx vanishes on the remainder /J^R"
1 \ Rm . 
Conversely, suppose that vx is not a Dirac mass for x e Qo with meas(fio) > 0. 
Hence it is not an extreme point in the set of the probability measures rca+(Rm ) so 
that there are v\,v\ 6 rca+(Rm ) such that vx = \v\ + \v^ but v\±v\. 
Let us put 
M(n) = { (n\n2) e r c a + ( / ^ R m ) x rca+(/?TCR
m); \ ^ + \tf = M } . 
Note that M(n) contains only the pairs of measures that vanish on the remainder 
fcRm \ Rm provided n vanishes on it. Alternatively, we can also write M(n) = 
D Mv (fi) where 7J.0 is a countable dense subset of 1Z and 
«6R„ 
Mv(») = { (v\»
2) e rca+(/3TCR
m) x rca+(/3KR
m) ; \(»\v) + \(fi2,v) = {>,«> } . 
As x i-> vx is weakly measurable, x H-> (vx,v) is measurable, hence the multivalued 
mapping x t~¥ Mv(vx) is measurable, too, provided rca+(/3rcR
m) x rca+(/?KRm) is 
considered in its weak* topology, which makes it a separable complete metric space; 
cf. Aubin and Frankowska [2, Theorem 8.2.9]. Since UQ is countable, also the multi-
valued mapping x i-> M(vx) = f| Mv(vx) is measurable; cf. Aubin and Frankowska 
ven0 
[2, Theorem 8.2.4]. Besides, this multivalued mapping is obviously convex and closed-
valued, hence weakly* closed-valued as well. By Aubin and Frankowska [2, Theo-
rem 8.1.4], this multivalued mapping is a.e. a closed union of a countable number of 
its measurable selections, i.e. there are (vl'k, v2'k) such that x t-> (v\'k, vx'
k) C M(vx) 
is measurable and M(vx) = w*-cl (J (v\<
k,v2'k). The convex closed set M(vx) is 
k&t 
not a singleton at least if x e H0 because certainly M(^ x ) 3 {(i/„, i/x), (^i, J>x)}
 a n d 
therefore there is at least one measurable selection (v\'k,v2'k) which is not equal to 
(vx, vx) for a.a. x e ft. 
Eventually, by the obvious estimate 
/ / \s\pvl'k(ds)dx = [ [ \s\p(2vx - vl'
k)(ds)dx 
Jn Jw" Jn Jw" 
< 2 / / \s\pvx(ds)dx < +00 
J a Jw" 
we can see that vl-k e y p ( 0 ; Mm). Analogously, v2'k e y?(fi; Rm) as well. 
In other words, we have found v\by j/2,* e y
p(ft; Rm) such that v = \vl-k + \v2'k 
and vl'k yt v2'k, which shows that v ~ {vx}x€Q is not an extreme point in y
p(ft; Rm)-
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L e m m a 4. Let r, € T>Mpn(tt;R
m) and let v G yp(Q;Rm) be the V-Young 
measure generated by the same sequence as n. Then 77 is an extreme point in 
DMJJ(S7; Rm) if and only if it is p-nonconcentrating and v is a.e. a Dirac mass, 
i.e. vx = <5u(a;) for a.a. x G SI with some u G L
P(U; Rm ) . 
P r o o f . First, let us realize that an extreme point can be found only among 
p-nonconcentrating measures. Indeed, for any 77 6 DM^(S1; Rm) not p-nonconcentra-
ting we can write n = 77 + 77 with fj G rem(S! x /3TCR
m) nonvanishing. It follows that 
such 77 lies on the ray {77 + tfj; t > 0} and therefore it cannot be an extreme point. 
Clearly, 77 being p-nonconcentrating is not an extreme point in DM^(S7; Rm) im-
plies that it is not an extreme point in the p-nonconcentrating measures, i.e. there 
exist 771, 772 G DM^(f2;Rm) , both p-nonconcentrating, 771 ^ n2 such that 7/ = 
(fli + i72)/2. The converse implication is trivial. 
Since there is a one-to-one affine mapping 
v «• 77: yp(Q; Rm) «-> {77 G DM£,(S7; R m ) ; 77 p-nonconcentrating} 
(cf. (10) below), the extreme points in yp(Q; Rm) are thus mapped uniquely onto 
extreme points in p-nonconcentrating DiPerna-Majda measures, hence onto extreme 
points in DM^(H; Rm) . However, the extreme points in yp(U; Rm) have been already 
described by Lemma 3. • 
Theorem 5. Let n G DM£, (SI; Rm) and let 77 = (a, v) for (a, v) e VMn(fl; R
m ) . 
Then r\ is an extreme point in DMn(il; R
m) if and oniy if vx = 5U^ and a has the 
density with respect to the Lebesgue measure da given by da(x) = 1 + |u(x)|
p for 
a.a. x S n for some u € LP(Q; Rm ) . 
P r o o f . It is proved in (Kothe [11, §25.2]) that the set of extreme points of 
the set of probability measures on the compact space is equal to the set of Dirac's 
measures on this space. Let us take 0nRm as this space. On the other hand, we know 
that, for v G yp(Cl; Rm) , vx with x £ SI can be supported only on R
m C 0nRm. As 
the space of probability measures supported on Rm is the subspace of rca^ (/3KR
m), 
it follows that vx is an extreme point in the set of all probability measures supported 
on Rm if it equals the Dirac measure supported at some point of Rm, say u(x), where 
u: fl -> Rm. This v defines (<r; v) G VMvn(U; R
m) by (see Kruzik and Roubicek [12] 
and Roubicek [13]) 
(10) vx(As) =
 ( 1 + | s | P ) ? ( d 6 ' ) < da(x) = 1 + / \s\
pvx(As) for a.a. x G fi, da(x) JR„< 
which gives vx = <5„(x) and da(x) = 1 + \u(x)\
p. Lemma 4 implies that the corre-
sponding 77 G DM^(fi; Rm) is an extreme point. 
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Let us prove the converse implication. Let us suppose that j ; is an extreme point in 
DM£, (fi; R m ) . We know due to Lemma 4 that the Lp-Young measure v € 3>p(fi; Km) 
generated by the same sequence as n is such that vx = 8n{x) for a.a. i £ 0 and some 
u 6 Z/P(fi; R m ) . Our assertion now follows from (10). O 
T h e o r e m 6. There is no ray in the set of Lp-Young measures. 
P r o o f . Let vl,v2 e yp(il; Rm) such that vl ^ v2. Moreover, let us suppose 
{tv2 + (1 - t)vl ; t > 0} is a ray in y(il; R m ) . It follows that {tv2x + (1 - t)v
x
x ; 
t > 0} is a ray (or a point provided that v\ = v2) in rca+(Rm) for a.a. x e fJ. Let 
us take B C Rm a compact set. Then i/* and v\ restricted on B are subprobability 
measures on B. But subprobability measures on the compact set form a weakly* 
compact, hence bounded set which apparently cannot contain any ray. This implies 
that vx\B = v
2\B. As B is an arbitrary compact set and R
m is o--compact we obtain 
that vx = v
2
x for a.a. x £ fi, contradicting the fact that v
l ^ v2. D 
Coro l l a ry 1. There is no ray in the set of p-nonconcentrating DiPerna-Majda's 
measures, i.e. in {77 e DMPe(f2; R
m ) ; 77 p-nonconcentrating}. 
P r o o f . It follows directly by Theorem 6 because there is a one-to-one affine 
mapping given by (10) between yp(tt; Rm) and the set of p-nonconcentrating 
DiPerna-Majda's measures, namely 
v -H 77: yp(tt; Rm) <-> {j; G DM^(fi; R m ) ; n p-nonconcentrating} 
is affine. D 
Coro l l a ry 2. Any ray in D M ^ ( n ; Rm) has the form {rj + tfj; t > 0} with some 
n e DM^(fi; Rm) and some 77 6 rem(Q x /3TCR
m). 
P r o o f . Let us take 771,77a 6 DM^(H; Rm) and define n(t) = «J72 + (1 - t)m, 
t > 0. We are to find conditions which must be fulfilled by 771 and 772 so that 
n(t) € DM^(f); Rm) for any t positive. Let us recall that " ° " indicates the p-non-
concentrating modification. We can write 77; = m + fii and n(t) = f)(t)+f)(t) provided 
•ri(t) 6 D M ^ ( n ; R
m ) , where f)i,r)(t) 6 rem(f2 x /3TCR
m) (i = 1,2). This implies that 
flit) = tf/2 + (1 - t)fh and f)(t) = tf)2 + (1 - t)T,u t > 0. 
It follows by Corollary 1 that 771 = 772. So we obtain that n(t) = f)i+ttJ2 + (l~t)fji = 
771 + t(fj2 -f)i). Putting 7] = 7>2 - fji and 77 = r/x, we get the desired result. D 
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Corollary 3. There is no straight line in DM^(n ; Rm)-
P r o o f . Let L = {n + tfj; t e R} be a line in DM£,(n; Rm ) . Then both 
{J; + tfj; t > 0} and {JJ + tf);t< 0} 
would be rays in D M ^ ( n ; Rm) , which implies by Corollary 2 that both f) and -?j 
lie in rem(Sl x )3nU
m). This is possible only if TJ vanishes, so that L is actually a 
singleton. • 
R e m a r k 6. Note that any ray in DM^(n; Rm) is composed of DiPerna-Majda's 
measures that have the same p-nonconcentrating modification. 
Our last theorem together with Theorem 5 characterizes completely the extreme 
rays in the set of DiPerna-Majda's measures. 
Theorem 7. Aray{r)+tfj; 1 > 0} withn € DM£,(n ; R
m) andrj 6 rem(O.x0nU
m) 
is an extreme ray if and only if r) is an extreme point in DM^(n ; Rm) and fj is the 
Dirac measure supported at sojne point offix (f3nU
m \ Rm ) . 
P r o o f . The end point r) of the ray in question belongs to DM^(n ; Rm) and 
therefore the extreme ray must arise from an extreme point of DM^(n; R m ) , see 
Kathe [11, §25]. 
We shall see that the problem to find all extreme rays in DM'^(n; Rm) is equivalent 
to the problem to find all extreme rays in rem(n x PnU
m). 
Due to the definition, {n + tfj; t > 0} in DMn(Q.; U
m) is an extreme ray if and 
only if the following implication holds for 7/1, JJ2 G DM^(n ; R
m) : 
3to > 0 30 < r0 < 1 such that r) + t0fj = r0rji + (1 - r0)r)2 => 
V0 < r < 1 3t > 0 such that r, + tfj = rrn + (1 - r)r/2. 
We can write 771 = 771 + 771 and r)2 =f)2+fj2 with fj\,fj2 e rem(n x f3nU
m). Using 
this representation, we obtain from the above implication used for f)1 = f)2 = n (note 
that 77 = 77 ) that the following implication holds for 77x^2 € rem(n x PnU
m): 
3t0 > 0 30 < r0 < 1 such that t0fj = r0fji + (1 - r0)r72 ==* 
V0 < r < 1 3« > 0 such that tfj = rfji + (1 - r)772. 
The last implication says precisely that {tfj; t > 0} is an extreme ray in rem(n x 
0nU
m). It can be found in (Kothe [11, §25]) that {tfj; t > 0} is an extreme ray in 
rem(n x /3nU
m) if and only if fj is the Dirac measure. D 
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